ABSTRACT

Adaptation and sustainability are two key challenges leading the development of software-systems nowadays. Adaptation denotes the capacity of a system to cope with variations and uncertainties at runtime in order to continue providing its functionalities with certain quality levels, notwithstanding change. But how can adaptation and its intent be expressed at design time so that to analyze its possible impact at runtime over a long period of time? To answer this question we look at adaptation from the sustainability point of view. Sustainability denotes the capacity of a system to both endure and preserve its function over time. We propose an approach which uses decision maps to make sustainability-driven decisions for adaptation in a systematic way. The proposed approach is illustrated through two self-adaptive exemplars as illustrative cases.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the current pace of digitalization, the role of software-intensive systems is becoming increasingly profound. Modern software-intensive systems such as robotic assistants, self-driving cars, and industrial automation systems need to operate in a variety of operational contexts and are expected to be able to deal with emerging uncertainties in these contexts [19]. For instance, they are expected to continue operating when sensors fail, faults occur, and their usage increases rapidly. Even more, they are expected to balance off properties such as operation cost and user-perceived performance to optimize themselves.

To deal with runtime uncertainties, such software-systems are typically designed as self-adaptive, i.e., systems that are able to modify their structure or behavior at runtime in response to external or internal stimuli [20]. For instance, a system with autoscaling capabilities is able to change its deployment architecture by adding or removing resources (typically servers) in response to changes in its usage patterns (e.g., increase in the number of user requests).

A canonical view of a self-adaptive system distinguishes between a managed system (the part of the system that can be changed at runtime) and a managing system (the part of the system responsible for performing the runtime changes to the managed part) [22]. As depicted in Figure 1, the managing system needs to continuously monitor both the managed system and its environment (e.g., number of users) to decide on the actions to undertake.

In practice, the functionality of continuously monitoring a system and its environment, reasoning over the monitored data, deciding on an adaptation action (e.g., deploying a new server), and performing it at runtime is often hard to design and develop, and even harder to analyse and test. To make matters worse, a managing system not properly tuned can result in oscillations in performance, unstable user experience, extra operational costs or even failures—on top of the cost of the extra complexity added to the system.

For self-adaptive systems to be truly successful they need to accommodate changes with a certain degree of autonomy. This way, they are expected to act upon potentially unexpected changes while preserving the original intent of the managed system over time [9]. In other words, the adaptation intent should correspond to the one of the managed system. To this end, there is a need to: (i) define the intent behind the adaptation functionality, (ii) develop the functionality to meet its intent, and (iii) assess the impact of the functionality based on the level its intent is actually met over time.

The novel idea we put forward in this paper is to express the adaptation intent of a software-system as a sustainability goal it needs to satisfy, i.e., the network of quality concerns balanced over time [15]. So far, sustainability goals have been used in software projects to describe qualities that need to be minimized, maximized, or kept balanced to make a project sustainable or ensure that a project contributes to sustainability.

Interestingly, both the concepts of sustainability goal and sustainability-relevant quality concerns (in the technical-, economic-, environmental-, and social dimensions [8] of sustainability) can be used in framing the endurance and long-term success of an adaptation solution. This allows us to use methods and models originally...
proposed to capture sustainability-relevant quality concerns (concerns for short) in software engineering (e.g., decisions maps [13]) to define and assess the intent of self-adaptive systems, too.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our vision and proposed approach are introduced in Section 2 which also illustrates the application of the approach to two well-known exemplars in self-adaptive software. Section 3 discusses our approach, while Sections 4 and 5 follow with related works and future plans, respectively.

2 FRAMING ADAPTATION INTENT AS A SUSTAINABILITY GOAL

This section introduces our vision and approach, and applies it to two well-known self-adaptation exemplars as illustrative cases.

2.1 The Vision

Adaptation denotes the capacity of a system to address expected or unexpected variations and uncertainties (variations for short) at runtime in order to continue providing its functionalities with certain quality levels. The occurrence of variations means that something has changed in the execution of a system or its context. To counteract such changes, the system adapts. While the adaptation mechanisms generally focus on counteracting changes that are applied in the short-term, we often forget about the overall adaptation intent, which is—or should be—to preserve the stability of the system in the long-term. The main research question is: How can we express the adaptation and its intent at design time, so to analyze its possible impact at runtime, and over a long period of time?

To answer this question we look at adaptation from the sustainability point of view. In the context of software engineering, sustainability denotes the capacity of a software-system to both endure and preserve its function over time. Even if adaptation and sustainability seem to have different objectives, both are related to the good functioning/health of a system. While adaptation is framed in a short period of time (i.e., it addresses variations promptly), sustainability is framed in a long period of time (i.e., it addresses the impact of a system over time). Hence, through sustainability, adaptation has the potential to enrich its short-term perspective with an additional long-term perspective.

To make it possible to reason at design time in a systematic way about the adaptation and its possible impacts, and to uncover and make explicit the long-term adaptation intent, we envision adaptation as illustrated in Figure 2, where:

- The adaptation boundaries delineate the acceptable quality of the system. Adaptation may increase or decrease the overall quality of the system (the green and red arrows), but always within these boundaries.
- The adaptation intent is expressed as a sustainability goal, i.e., as a network of positive and negative effects on the overall quality over time and within the adaptation boundaries. For instance, a negative effect may be an increase in the energy consumption of a software system, while a positive effect may be increased elasticity.

In general, sustainability in software engineering has a much broader scope than the software-systems themselves [1]. To illustrate our idea, however, we limit the discussion to such scope, and touch base on the further implications in Section 5.

The main idea of a DM is to capture the architectural design and quality concerns relevant to sustainability and frame them around the four sustainability dimensions (see Figure 3). In practice, a DM model consists of (i) the features (or requirements) that a project needs to realize, (ii) the concerns, (iii) the effects between a feature and a concern or between two concerns. Such effects are always one-directional and capture the knowledge, or assumption, the designer has on the type of effect, namely positive, negative, or undecided. Throughout a project, a DM can be updated to reflect e.g., changes in requirements or a better-informed understanding of the expected or actual effects.

DMs have proven useful in the exploration of the design space [13]. They also help stakeholders uncover and frame the sustainability goal(s) of a certain project. In general, a sustainability goal describes a concern that needs to be optimized (minimized or maximized) or kept within a threshold. Clearly, the goal of a project can be broken down into several sub-goals that need to be jointly satisfied.

2.2 The Proposed Approach

Essentially, our proposal is to express the adaptation intent as a sustainability goal. To do this, we borrow from the software sustainability literature the “decision maps” (DMs), a tool that helps making sustainability-driven design decisions [13] in a systematic way. Once the sustainability goal is defined with the help of DMs, the adaptation boundaries are also identified and used to assess the adaptation intent over time.

The main idea of a DM is to capture the architectural design and quality concerns relevant to sustainability and frame them around the four sustainability dimensions (see Figure 3). In practice, a DM model consists of (i) the features (or requirements) that a project needs to realize, (ii) the concerns, (iii) the effects between a feature and a concern or between two concerns. Such effects are always one-directional and capture the knowledge, or assumption, the designer has on the type of effect, namely positive, negative, or undecided. Throughout a project, a DM can be updated to reflect e.g., changes in requirements or a better-informed understanding of the expected or actual effects.

DMs have proven useful in the exploration of the design space [13]. They also help stakeholders uncover and frame the sustainability goal(s) of a certain project. In general, a sustainability goal describes a concern that needs to be optimized (minimized or maximized) or kept within a threshold. Clearly, the goal of a project can be broken down into several sub-goals that need to be jointly satisfied.

In the following, we show how DMs can be used for capturing the quality concerns of a managing system and expressing the adaptation intent as a sustainability goal. We do this by focusing on two well-known exemplars from the self-adaptation community\(^2\), SWIM and DeltaIoT.
2.3 SWIM

SWIM (Simulator for Web Infrastructure and Management) is a self-adaptation exemplar that simulates a multi-tier web application [16]. This application consists of a web and a database tier. The web tier serves client requests by having a load balancer assigning each request to one of the application servers in the web tier. A request is served by the assigned server by retrieving the necessary data from the database tier and rendering dynamic HTML pages.

The web application needs to deal with dynamic request load (the main source of uncertainty) and keep the system running without failures or negative impacts to its stakeholders (clients, but also service owners). To this end, it provides two ways to adapt itself at runtime: (1) add or remove application servers—similar to classic autoscaling policies, (2) adjust a parameter that controls the number of requests that serve additional content (e.g., advertisements) on top of the mandatory content to be included in a response.

![Figure 4: Decision map for SWIM](image)

Figure 4 depicts the DM for SWIM. With respect to features that should be supported in the managing system of SWIM, we identify two technical ones, namely resource and advertisement allocation. The related concerns are both of technical and economic nature. In particular, the advertisement allocation is expected to have a positive impact on the generated ad-based revenue—an economic concern—and a negative effect on the performance visible to the clients as request response time—a technical concern. The reasoning behind this is that requests that do not include advertisements impose less load to the system. On the other hand, resource allocation is expected to have a positive effect on the same performance concern. Resource allocation also supports the elasticity concern which, in turn, is expected to have a positive effect on the operational costs of the system measured by the uptime of the application servers—an economic concern.

For the managing system of SWIM to be sustainable, it needs to preserve over time its overall sustainability goal. This involves a number of subgoals expressed by the concerns identified in the DM, namely:

- Minimizing the operation costs;
- Maximizing the revenue;
- Keeping the response time (performance) within a threshold.

2.4 DeltaIoT

DeltaIoT is a self-adaptation exemplar from the domain of Internet of Things (IoT) [10]. It consists of a number of motes (sensor devices) that communicate with each other and with an IoT gateway via a LoRa multi-hop wireless network. In particular, the motes periodically sense different physical attributes (temperature, occupancy status, object tracking) and send their measurements to the gateway, possibly by relaying the data packets via intermediate motes, for central storage and analysis.

The IoT application deals with the different levels of interference in wireless communication, the variable traffic load (number of messages to send), and the fluidity in the architecture of the system as motes may fail, new motes may appear, and motes may be moved around. To this end, the system itself can at runtime: (1) change the transmission power of each mote, (2) change the spreading factor of each mote (i.e., bit-encoding per symbol of transmitted packet), (3) modify the path a packet uses to reach the gateway.

![Figure 5: Decision map for DeltaIoT](image)

As shown in Figure 5, the DM for DeltaIoT comprises two technical features, transmission- and network configuration. In particular, transmission configuration is expected to have a positive effect on the reliability concern, i.e., the packet loss in the network, while it is expected to negatively affect the energy consumption, since a higher transmission power for a mote yields lower probability of packet loss but higher energy spent in the transmission. On the other side, network configuration encompasses strategies to select a path for a packet to be delivered to the gateway, and controls the spreading factor of each mote. This feature is expected to have a positive effect on the connectivity (ensuring that each mote is always connected via a multi-hop network to the gateway). Its effect on energy consumption is undecided, since an increase (resp. decrease) in the spreading factors can increase (resp. decrease) the energy spent, while choosing different paths to balance the re-transmission load is expected to affect the energy consumption positively.

All in all, the sustainability goal of the managing system is to:

- Minimize the energy consumption;
- Maximize the reliability (equivalently, minimize packet loss);
- Ensure the connectivity of the system.

In applying our proposal to SWIM and DeltaIoT, we observe that we can effectively express the sustainability goal of each managing system in terms of the concerns identified in the respective DM, and that such sustainability goal captures the underlying adaptation intent of each system.

3 DISCUSSION

In this work we aim at providing a systematic way to capture and ultimately measure the sustainability of a managed system, or in
other words, assess whether its quality over time can be bounded. We purposely leave out of the approach and DM notation the modeling of other aspects important to self-adaptive systems, such as the modeling of the context, as we believe it can complement, not replace, other architectural design approaches in self-adaptive systems that focus on context and adaptation actions (e.g., [11]).

DMs are a starting point for understanding the trade-offs between the different concerns at design time. Most importantly, for each concern, relevant metrics can be identified to measure its degree of satisfaction. So far, the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) has been used to identify metrics related to a particular concern [8], but that is only one possibility. Such metrics can be used to both evaluate a new self-adaptation mechanism, and compare different self-adaptation mechanisms [7] with respect to their sustainability.

Concretely, once each concern is quantified by one or more metrics, the satisfaction of the overall sustainability goal of a system can be quantified, too. This will typically involve several sub-goals (three in the case of SWIM or DeltaIoT). Assuming that static weights can be assigned to each sub-goal, it is possible to calculate a value capturing the overall quality of the system. Moreover, assuming the best and worst case (but still acceptable) scenarios for each of the sub-goals and calculating the quality for those scenarios, would help us determine the adaptation boundaries depicted in Figure 2. Then, the sustainability of the managed system over time could be assessed by checking whether the values of overall quality fall within the adaptation boundaries.

We envisage using the Sustainability Assessment Framework (SAF) toolkit [3] (which includes the DMs) that leverages the mentioned metrics as a sustainability goal, hence measuring the contribution of each metric to the sustainability of a system design.

The impact of expressing a software adaptation intent as a sustainability goal would potentially help software engineers create self-adaptive systems that endure change in the long-term by design—hence addressing our main research question (cf. Section 2).

4 RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, there is no similar research expressing an adaptation intent of a software-system as a sustainability goal. The most-related available approaches investigate the benefits of adaptation with respect to its cost. For example, Tao Chen et al. [2] introduce the term temporal adaptation debt, i.e., a technical debt which captures the economic health (e.g., net debt) of an adaptive system and indicates whether an adaptation should be performed or not (e.g., to obtain net profit) at runtime. A situation-dependent approach to measure the degree of adaptation to avoid possible conflicts between the benefits of adaptation and stability issues in the system or user acceptance is shown in [21]. The leading idea is to adapt if the adaptation has an overall positive effect in the system, or avoid adaptation otherwise. Esfahani et al. [4] propose a general quantitative approach to tackle the complexity of automatically making adaptation decisions under internal uncertainties at runtime. Further, they investigate possible positive and negative effects of the adaptation decisions. The same authors extended their work in [5] to summarize the main sources of uncertainty and to outline the importance of considering uncertainty in the adaptation decision process. They also argue that the optimality of adaptation decisions should be considered as a range of values, not just a single value at runtime. The quality-driven adaptive continuous experimentation approach in [12] aims to reduce development risks and operational costs through experiments at runtime to investigate variants in infrastructure configuration and architectural design.

The main differences between our approach and the existing solutions are: (i) available solutions consider the trade-off between the positive and negative effects of adaptation at runtime for each single adaptation, while we consider the trade-off between such effects at design time as well as over time, i.e., to address sustainability, and (ii) our proposal outlines that the average between positive and negative adaptation effects should be in a range of values to address sustainability, again, in the long-term.

5 FUTURE PLANS
Identifying and collecting concerns and related metrics for self-adaptive systems. We plan to support software engineers in identifying the adaptation intent by providing a catalogue of sustainability-related concerns that are important and recurring in self-adaptive systems. As a starting point, we will collect such adaptation concerns by both surveying existing literature in self-adaptive systems (and in particular surveys related to the evaluation of self-adaptive systems, e.g., [7, 17, 18]) and by performing interviews and focus groups with experts from industry and academia. We will also focus on the way such concerns are typically combined in specifying adaptation intents. Finally, for each concern, we will extract the metrics that can be used to quantify it [6].

Tool-based support for specifying and evaluating adaptation intents over time. Having an overview of the various concerns (e.g., performance) and the related metrics (e.g., “average response time per five minutes”), we plan to provide tools to model the different concerns in decision maps, and associate metrics to them in an intuitive way. For instance, such association can be done via selecting a data stream (e.g., response time) from the list of data streams monitored by the managing system and selecting a function (e.g., average) to be applied over a data window (e.g., five minutes). In a similar vein, we should be able to specify sustainability goals in terms of the quantified concerns and create a service that continuously measures them over time [14].

Evaluation of capturing and measuring sustainability of self-adaptive systems. We plan to use the DM notation and modeling process explored in this paper to capture the sustainability concerns of SWIM and DeltaIoT with more self-adaptive systems, including industrial-grade systems, to evaluate the applicability and also evolve the proposed approach. To evaluate the usability of the approach, we intend to perform both case studies and controlled experiments. Finally, we envision that our proposed approach and related tool support will help build the foundations for a systematic process that covers the different phases of the design and development of a self-adaptive system.
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